
Interior Design Society & Mydoma Announce Partnership Deal

OTTAWA, Ontario, November 9, 2023 - Mydoma, a leading software platform for interior
designers, and the Interior Design Society (IDS), one of the country's largest design
organizations dedicated to serving the residential interior design industry, have announced a
groundbreaking partnership. This collaboration aims to provide both IDS members and Mydoma
users with exclusive benefits to enhance and grow their interior design businesses.

Special Offer Details:

For IDS Members: All members of the Interior Design Society can benefit from a 20% discount
on any new subscription to a Mydoma plan, whether they opt for a yearly or monthly
subscription.

For Mydoma Users: Individuals using the Mydoma platform who wish to join IDS for the first
time can enjoy a 20% discount on their inaugural year of membership. This offer is applicable to
both Associate and Professional membership tiers.

"A partnership with Mydoma is a natural fit." says Jenny Cano, Executive Director at the Interior
Design Society. " By working together, IDS will further develop our mission to support residential
designers through providing exclusive access to cutting edge tools and resources.”

"Mydoma has always been about simplifying and enhancing the interior design process," says
Sarah Daniele, CEO of Mydoma. "By collaborating with IDS, we hope to further support
designers in their journey, both in terms of professional growth and networking opportunities."

This partnership symbolizes the shared vision of both organizations: to support and nurture the
community of interior designers and provide them with the resources and tools they need to
excel in today's competitive landscape.

About Mydoma:
Mydoma is a premier software business management platform for interior designers, offering
robust project management, client collaboration, and presentation tools to streamline the design
process.

About the Interior Design Society (IDS):
The Interior Design Society is a nationwide organization committed to promoting
professionalism, community, and education among its members and the wider design industry.
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